ADDENDUM No. 4
Request for Competitive Sealed Proposals (CSP)
21CSP010  Catering and Test Kitchen for Food Services

August 3rd, 2020

Received by bidder:

Date: ____________________________

Name: ____________________________

Signature: ________________________

**Item 1: Accepted Substitutions**

**Item 1:** The following substitution requests have been accepted.

1. Specified Item: Drawing P4.01 FD-1, FD-2, FD-3

   Proposed Substitute: ACO 8” Hygienic Square Floor Drain (fixed or adjustable height), ACO Mesh Grating W168-L168-H25

2. Specified Item: Drawing P4.01 FS-1, FS-2

   Proposed Substitute: ACO 12” Hygienic Square Floor Drain, ACO Hygienic Ladder Grating W268-L268-H30 (full size or half size)

3. Specified Item: Section 11400.5 Item#7

   Proposed Substitute: ACO 12” Boxdrain 300 with full ladder grates.

4. Specified Item: Section 11400.5 Item#41

   Proposed Substitute: ACO 20” Boxdrain 500 with full ladder grates.